DEBATERS DEFEAT Rutgers and ST. PETER'S; Tie with SETON HALL

In its first road trip of the season, Providence College Debate Team has thus far defeated Rutgers and Seton Hall, and tied Seton Hall College. The team consists of ten members and the associate team consists of two members.

Six New Members

For Many Years; Former Professor

The regular army commissions open to college graduates.

FR. McLANEY WILL PREACH EASTER RETREAT

Featured On National Catholic Hour

For Many Years; Former Professor

Of Catholic University

The annual three-day Easter Retreat will start Monday morning at nine with a Solemn High Mass being celebrated by the officers of the college in Harkins Hall. The Reverend James McLean, O.P., presently stationed at St. Joseph's Priory, Somerset, Ohio, is to be the Retreat Master. The Retreat will begin every morning at nine with a Solemn High Mass to be followed by three Pamel Talks. The talks will be over by 12.20. On Wednesday, the last day, there is to be a Conference.
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THE COWL'S MESSAGE

The retreat is a time for spiritual introspection on the part of each student. How do I stand before God is the question each one should put to himself. It is not only an occasion for reflection, but how we have fared: it is also a period for the present and a preparation for the future.

The retreat is a time of deepening of religious purpose of life is becoming more urgent. The retreat offers an opportunity to further our spiritual advancement and to help us to reach the Divine objective in the creation of man.

He Has Risen

One would hardly expect that an event of such tremendous moment in the life and thought of the world would have been signalled to us by this passage: "And when the Sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene and the other Mary bought sweet spices, that coming they might anoint Jesus."

But after so many years and so many Resurrections of Our Lord from the dead, it is much more momentous that the United Nations, the Peace Congress, atom bombs, aviation or the latest scientific discoveries thrill us. Has joy and sorrow even helped them along the way of the Cross. They were the first to witness the empty tomb a few days after His Resurrection. They were the ones who went to Peter to announce what they had seen. They were sent as "apostles to the empty tomb."

The need of greater emphasis on the spiritual purpose of Christian life is now a tremendous matter. If each one of us would roll back the stone from our own hearts by finding it, these women would hardly expect that an event of such tremendous magnitude would have been borrowed from him last week. It is not only an occasion for reflection and prayer, but it is also a period for serious study of the scriptures. The library offers the tables and chairs to study at two or three tables up from the house-tops.

The steady effect of the principles upon which American foreign policy is supposedly based is in the cellar and is rather difficult to reach. The library for words. Marshall has drawn to reiterate the fundamental principle, "There is no one man in all the whole to butt leeches, who for some reason or other may not be fully interested in this little event, symbolized by three women and a handful of sweet spices. Three women went to anoint a Body unrealistically, death seems trivial enough. Yet, this event was a very important and.center to reach. The library offers the tables

Dear Editor:

We are starting library classes with far more advantages than the new semester. Many classes do have a good start in holding the interest of the membership, indeed, and it may take us some time before we will be able to bring the study of history up to par. But we are going to try. We are most interested in the future, and the success and from time to time we expect to see that the students who have shown outstanding advances in their academic standard, religious, moral, and ethical, but we do here and now, declare ourselves as bitter enemies of war and violence and we want to become the peace makers of the world. We want to persuade as many of its staying, as possible. An outline of our classes can only be given by con- manship thus far displayed by Sec- tion. Everyone knows that the pent- class or waiting out a class. The cafe jurentends to do and from time to time we ex-

SPOKESMAN FOR AMERICANS
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HILLTOPPERS ARE INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS

FRIARS WILL PLAY SIX HOME GAMES

The Athletic Association announced its 1947 Intramural Schedule. The "Friars" will play fourteen intramural games, beginning May 3rd and continuing until the end of the Easter vacation. Coach Martin, a former professional baseball player, is assisting in the conduct of the various teams under the guidance of his assistants.

May 3—Rhode Island State at Providence

Coach Martin. Cranston as his Assistant. Over a month away. Coach Martin faces a situation comes about mostly because of the opening game less than a month away. Coach Martin is looking at most if not all of his problems. A few long ball hitters and a lack of the power type hitters there is a big factor in the sessions this week.

May 12—Boston College at Boston University

May 13—Seton Hall and Springfield College. Besides the opening game, the Friars' youthful mentor, the Friars' will play fourteen varsity games and one pre-season game.

SCHEDULE

April 25—Springfield College at Providence

April 30—Pawtucket Slaters at Pawtucket

May 2—American International College at Providence

May 13—Seton Hall and Springfield College

May 20—Boston College at Providence

May 27—Holy Cross at Providence

May 3—Holy Cross at Providence

May 10—Boston College at Providence

May 15—Rhode Island State at Providence

May 20—Seton Hall at Providence

May 27—Brown University at Providence

May 1—American International College at Providence

May 8—Seton Hall at Providence

May 15—Springfield College at Providence

FRIARS WILL PLAY SIX HOME GAMES

The Friars will play fourteen varsity games and one pre-season game. The Friars' youthful mentor, Coach Martin, faces a situation comes about mostly because of the opening game less than a month away. Coach Martin is looking at most if not all of his problems. A few long ball hitters and a lack of the power type hitters there is a big factor in the sessions this week.

NEW INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE

Intramural softball will begin after the Easter vacation. It was announced today at the Athletic office.

Team captains must decide which of the three divisions of the league they will enter. Division A will play from April 15 to May 30 and Division C 3:00 to 5:00. Division C 3:00 to 5:00.

The three divisions will be as follows:

1. Division A: Providence College at Providence

2. Division B: Holy Cross at Providence

3. Division C: Seton Hall at Providence

The Friar's schedule shows a group of teams that have always been well represented on the diamond. Holy Cross, a perennial power in baseball, will be a tough job in picking out his starting nine. In his first year at the Friar's helm, Martin is starting from scratch. As with the opening game less than a month away, Coach Martin faces a situation comes about mostly because of the opening game less than a month away. Coach Martin is looking at most if not all of his problems. A few long ball hitters and a lack of the power type hitters there is a big factor in the sessions this week.
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Campus Cuts

The Cowl recently started an exchange service with the Miami University Hurricane, and from glancing through their pages one could not help but surmise that the Florida sunshine is really conducive to bringing out the finer points of femininity politebrute.

• • •

Skimming through the Holy Cross Bulletin I got the impression that the Crusaders, under the tutelage of the able Jack Barry, are going to be a potent nine. Barry backed the Crusaders for twenty-seven years and his record of wins is well over the percentage 80.

• • •

The Georgetown Boys tell us that all couples attended from which featured Hal Madtryk’s orchestra.

Letter to the editor column in Xavier University News reads thus:

I was never one always looking for a chapeau in order to have my card punched, but right now I would like to put in what I consider a legitimate complaint.

What I want to know is why we, who were formerly in the Air Corps, are made to sweat out the line in the cafeteria the same as the rest of the boys. It is O.K. for them as they are used to it but we are accustomed to being waited on; so why not see that something is done about it. Sounds logical to me!

Charley Spirak and Sy Oliver to render music for Purdue Junior Prom in mid-April, according to dispatch from Exponent.

Boston Globe

(Continued from Page 1)

Fellowship as a War Memorial to New England men and women in the armed services. The Boston Globe sought to accomplish two things: first, to establish a memorial which would be of benefit to the generation that shouldered most of the fighting; and, secondly, to establish a memorial whose name would be remembered through the change of students to avert another world war.

Father McCarthy

(Continued from Page 1)

Discussed the state laws and church laws concerning marriage and indicated the need for dispensations and obstacles of impediments to marriage. He concluded with a consideration of the nature of Matrimony.

In drawing the series to a close, Fr. Clark requested that those who attended the lectures should write in their opinions concerning the lectures and state whether they profited by them.

Army Commissions

(Continued from Page 1)


First Army Area where students attending will visit large, centrally located centers and personal interviews. These screening centers will visit large, centrally located college or universities in the First Army area for the processing of forms and interviews. These screening centers will visit large, centrally located college or universities in the First Army area for the processing of forms and interviews. These screening centers will visit large, centrally located college or universities in the First Army area for the processing of forms and interviews. These screening centers will visit large, centrally located college or universities in the First Army area for the processing of forms and interviews.

Candidates selected under this procedure will be tendered appointments, subject to qualifications of physical examination. All vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in 62 vacancies existing in

Intramurals

(Continued from Page 3)

Flyers fought back and almost pulled up. Time ran out however, and Woonsocket bowed out 25-22.

Shamrocks Bound Back, 40-27

With Ed Kalley in rare form, the Shamrocks advanced to the Beaux, 24-30, handed back and handled Mark Burns New Haven club 9-27 setback. The first period was close, 17-15. But in the last half, Kalley really found the range and gained his way into the 20-point circle, as he lead his mates in a "rebound" win over the previously undefeated New Haven Club, 40-27.

Lucky Strikes Connect Again, 35-20

The Lucky Strikes, with Tracy dey, leading man of the scoring and Jim Doughlin cleverly controlling the backboards, continued on undefeated streak.

Prette Bank

An old lady, talking to a sailor, remarked, "What rank do you hold?"

"Ship's optician! I never knew there was such a rank in the Navy," answered the sailor.

The old lady! I never knew there was such a rank in the Navy. What do your duties consist of?"

"Shaping the eyes out of potato," the sailor replied.

He Has Risen

(Continued from Page 2)

barry to announce the glad tidings to our friends and neighbors, the movement would gain momentum and spread like wildfire. He is risen. He is not in the tomb. Proclaim it to the world.

The Cowl's Editor-in-Chief, Father McCarthy, recently reminded his readers that the essence of Easter of 1947 was: "Drown out the voice of the Communist who shouts that He is risen. He is not in the tomb. Proclaim it to the unbelieving world and so must we. Start now, they did not hesitate, we must not. He is risen. We must rise with Him and lead a communicative world back to him. It is up to us to put Christ the risen Lord, back into His proper setting as the center, the essence of Easter of 1947.

PHI-CHI CLUB

Scientific films on "Grinding Wheel Safety" and "Norton Abrasives" highlighted the meeting of the Phi-Chi Club held in the inclosed laboratory, Friday night, March 21. The discussion was conducted by Robert Martry, '44, now employed by an electronics firm in Boston, as a reliable barometer, there is no alternative than to say that Romeo and Juliet was Miss Galvin's version between adolescence and maturity. Mr. Shakespeare intended Juliet to be fourteen during her voice has a kin...